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Club News
September Meeting
•

Tuesday, 9/7/21 6:30 pm at St. Stephen’s Church!

Note: Masks are required, and everyone must sign a COVID-19 liability waiver to attend (the form will be available at the meeting)
•

Program: "Focus Stacking " by Keith Kotay

•

Digital Competition—Assigned Subject: Craggy

Educational Photo Series
How to Photograph Fireworks
Fireworks Displays are something that evokes a lot of emotion in people as they
are not only beautiful and spectacular to watch but they also are often used to
celebrate momentous occasions. Of course it’s not just a matter of going out finding a fireworks display – there are, as usual, things you can do to improve your results.
Although you can certainly photograph fireworks with very minimal gear, you
might want to go over the list of the recommended gear and accessories below
while packing for a fireworks show:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Camera – any point-and-shoot, DSLR or mirrorless camera will do, as explained
in camera considerations step below.
Lens(es) – ideally, you might want to bring two zoom lenses with you, such as
a 24-70mm and 70-200mm equivalent, as explained in lens considerations step
below.
Tripod – a must-have piece of gear to take camera shake-free images of fireworks.
Remote Shutter Release – while not required, a remote shutter release will
allow you to take pictures in “Bulb” exposure mode, as explained in step #10
below.
Memory Card(s) – don’t forget to pack at least one empty memory card
(preferably more if you end up taking lots of images).
Spare Battery – just in case, you might want to take a spare battery, especially
if you are going to be shooting in cold weather, since low temperatures drain
camera batteries quickly.
Flashlight – you might need a flashlight not just to see the buttons and dials of
your camera, but also to be able to properly focus on a foreground subject.

2021 Assigned
Subjects
• September: Craggy
• October: Fences
• December: Scenic
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Fireworks continued
Below are the steps you’ll need to work through to photograph fireworks:
1. Use a tripod to keep your camera still—Perhaps the most important tip is to secure your digital camera to something that will
ensure it doesn’t move during the taking of your shots. This is especially important in photographing fireworks simply because you’ll be
using longer shutter speeds which will not only capture the movement of the fireworks but any movement of the camera itself. The
best way to keep your camera still is with a tripod.
2. Use a remote release to further reduce camera shake—One way
to ensure your camera is completely still during fireworks shots is to
invest in a remote release device. These will vary from camera to camera but most have some sort of accessory
made for them. The other way of taking shots without touching your camera is to use the self-timer. This can work
but you really need to be able to anticipate shots well.
3. Plan your shot to anticipate the best framing—One of the most difficult parts of photographing fireworks is working out where to aim your camera. The challenge you’ll face in doing this is that you generally need to aim your camera before the fireworks that you’ll be photographing goes off – anticipation is key.
Find the Best Location to Photograph Fireworks—The first thing you need to determine is where exactly you are going to stand to photograph fireworks. Do not recommend standing too close to fireworks, because you will be constantly looking up and you might not be able to find a suitable and interesting foreground to incorporate in your
shots. In addition, if you are too close, you might need a wide-angle lens to fit the action into the frame. This might
present another problem – you might end up including unwanted objects like buildings and trees into the frame
(unless, of course, it is your plan to do so).
Therefore, the best thing to do is to stand further
away in an open area (with short or no trees obstructing the view). Ideally, you should stand at a
spot that gives you a maximum of 45 degrees view
angle relative to the ground.
The further you stand when you photograph fireworks, the lower the angle and the more focal
length you might need. Obviously, each situation is
different, so just try to find a good spot with clear
views of the sky in an open, unobstructed area that
can give you a nice angle to photograph the fireworks.
Ideally, you should be at the spot early on. It is helpful to know exactly where the fireworks will be shot from, so that
you can frame and compose your shot exactly the way you want. Don’t forget that fireworks draw a lot of people, so
even if you pre-plan and work on your composition, you might need to adjust it later on.
Scope out the location early – Planning is important with fireworks and getting to the location early in order to get a
good, unobstructed position is important. Think about what is in the foreground and background of your shots and
make sure you won’t have people’s heads bobbing up into your shots (also consider what impact you’ll have on others around you also). Take note of where fireworks are being set up and what parts of the sky they are likely to be
shot into.
Watch your Horizons – One thing that you should always consider when lining up fireworks shots is whether your
camera is even or straight in it’s framing. This is especially important if you’re going to be shooting with a wide focal
length and will get other background elements in your shots (i.e., a cityscape).
Vertical or Horizontal? – Vertical perspective is better if there is a lot of vertical motion in the fireworks. Horizontal
shots can work if you’re going for more of a landscape shot with a wider focal length of if you’re wanting to capture
multiple bursts of fireworks in the one-shot.
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Fireworks continued
Remember your framing – it’s important to remember what framing
you have and to watch that
segment of the sky. Doing this
will also help you to anticipate
the right time for a shot as
you’ll see the light trails of
unexploded rockets shooting
into the sky.
4. Choose the Right CameraThe good news is that you
don’t need an expensive camera to photograph fireworks. Any camera that allows shooting in manual mode will work perfectly fine! Many of the point and shoot cameras
do, so double check your manual and see how you can switch to manual
mode.
Another good thing about shooting fireworks, is that you will be most
likely shooting at the lowest ISO levels, which means that there will be
very minimal amounts of noise in your images. So you don’t have to
worry about your camera’s capabilities, besides being able to switch to
manual mode and lowering your ISO to 100. If you have a DSLR or a mirrorless camera, you are all set, because you can do all this quickly and
painlessly. Some cameras even have a “Fireworks Mode”, which works
great and does not require you to change any settings on the camera.
5. Choose the Right Lens(es)-If you have a point and shoot camera,
make sure that its lens can do at least 5x optical zoom (not digital). Optical zoom means that the camera lens will physically move to get more
reach, while digital zoom means that the camera will simply cut out the
image corners to make
it seem like you are
closer. With optical
zoom, you are not compromising image resolution, whereas with digital you are.
If you have a DSLR or a
mirrorless camera, you
might wonder what lens to take with you to photograph fireworks. Telephoto zoom lenses such as 70-200mm or 70-300mm equivalent work
best for fireworks, especially if you are going to be shooting from a nice
vantage point, with fireworks exploding in the distance. If you are going
to be shooting up from a relatively close distance, then a wide to telephoto lens, such as a 24-70mm or a 24-120mm equivalent is going to
work best. You don’t need a large aperture prime lens to shoot fireworks – a zoom lens is ideal, since you can fine tune your framing without having to physically move anywhere.

Photo Contests
• Weekly Photo Challenge:
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/
weeklyphotographychallenges
Various Photo Contests (Many Different
Topics)
• https://
www.photocontestinsider.com/
• https://photocontestguru.com
• http://www.voubs.com
• www.greatamericanphotocontest.com
• www.viewbug.com/photo-contests
• https://
www.outdoorphotographer.com/
photo-contests/
• http://www.photocrowd.com
• https://www.fanartreview.com
Landscape and Nature Forum Photography Challenge—monthly theme and
critique: Click here

PSA Events
•

•

PJ Story Book Competition—The
Photojournalism Division is hosting
a digital Story Book Competition! Beginning June 1st, https://psa
-photo.org/index.php?divisionsphotojournalism-photo-storycompetition for instructions
Photo Festival Rapid City Registration is still open, register today!
https://psa-programs.org/photofestival-2021/

6. Experiment with focal length—One of the hardest parts of photographing fireworks is having your camera trained on the right part of the
sky at the right time. This is especially difficult if you’re shooting with a
longer focal length and are trying to take more tightly cropped shots.
Generally a wider focal length is better than a tight one.
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Fireworks continued
7. Use apertures in the mid to small range—A common question around photographing fireworks displays is what aperture to use. Many people think you need a fast lens to get them but in reality it’s quite the opposite as the light that the
fireworks emit is quite bright. Apertures in the mid to small range tend to work reasonably well and would usually shoot
somewhere between f/8 to f/16.
8. Keep the shutter open, but not too long—Fireworks are a moving subject, so it’s
probably more important to get shutter speed right than aperture. To capture this
movement you need a nice long exposure. Bulb mode is a mode that allows you to
keep the shutter open for as long as you hold down the shutter (preferably using a
remote shutter release of some type). Using this technique you hit the shutter as
the firework is about to explode and hold it down until it’s finished exploding
(generally a few seconds).
You can also experiment with set shutter speeds to see what impact it will have but
unless you’re holding the shutter open for very long exposures the bulb technique
works pretty well.
Don’t keep your shutter open too long. The temptation is to think that because it’s
dark that you can leave it open as long as you like. The problem with this is that
fireworks are bright and it doesn’t take too much to overexpose them, especially if
your shutter is open for multiple bursts in the one area of the sky. By all means, experiment with multiple burst shots –
but most people end up finding that the simpler one burst shots can be best.
9. Use low ISO for the cleanest shots—Shooting at a low ISO is preferable to ensure the cleanest shots possible. Stick to
ISO 100 and you should be fine.
10. Switch off your Flash—Shooting with a flash will have no impact upon your shots except to trick your camera into
thinking it needs a short exposure time. Keep in mind that your camera’s flash will only have a reach of a few meters and
in the case of fireworks even if they were this close a flash wouldn’t really have anything to light except for some smoke
which would distract from the real action (the flashing lights).
11. Shoot in Manual Mode—Usually the best results when shooting in manual exposure and manual focus modes. Auto
focusing in low light can be very difficult for many cameras and you’ll end up missing a lot of shots. Once your focusing is
set you’ll find you don’t really need to change it during the fireworks display – especially if you’re using a small aperture
which increases depth of field. Keep in mind that changing focal lengths will mean you need to need to adjust your focusing on most lenses.

12. Experiment and Track Results—Throughout the fireworks display periodically check your results. Generally take a
few shots at the start and do a quick check to see that they are OK before shooting any more. Don’t check after every
shot once you’ve got things set up OK (or you’ll miss the action) but do
monitor yours shots occasionally to ensure you’re not taking a completely
bad batch.
Also experiment with taking shots that include a wider perspective, silhouettes and people around you watching the display. Having your camera
pointed at the sky can get you some wonderful shots but sometimes if you
look for different perspectives you can get a few shots that are a little less
cliche and just as spectacular. Most of the best shots have included some
other element than the fireworks themselves – whether it be people, buildings, landmarks or wider cityscape perspectives.
Sources: How to Photograph Fireworks - 10 Tips for Perfectly Framed Shots
(digital-photography-school.com) and https://photographylife.com/photographing-fireworks

Photo Idea Calendar
Photo Opportunities
Kipona Festival—
Harrisburg—9/4-9/6
https://harrisburgpa.gov/
special-events/kipona/
Hawk Mountain 9/4
Vulture Awareness Day
www.hawkmountain.org
Haycreek Festival 9/10-12
www.haycreek.org
Denver Fair 9/14--9/18
www.thedenverfair.com
Fall Harvest Fair 9/18
Schaefferstown
www.hsimuseum.org
Southern Lancaster County Fair 9/15-17

Workshops
Apogee Photo Magazine
For more information log on to
http://www.apogeephoto.com/
photography_workshops.shtml

https://solancofair.org/
Bloomsburg Fair 9/2410/2

Wildlife and Nature Travel
www.wildlifeandnaturetravel.com

www.bloomsburgfair.com

Art Wolfe Photography Workshops
www.artwolfeworkshops.com

Fall Harvest Fair

Don Smith Photography
www.donsmithphotography.com

The Schaeffer Farm,
Schaefferstown

Brenda Tharp
www.brendatharp.com/

September 18 – 19
M&M Photo Tours
http://www.mmphototours.com/
Arizona Highway Photo Workshops
http://www.friendsofazhighways.com/
John Shaw 2-Day Nature & Digital Photography Seminar
http://www.photosafaris.com/

Continued on page 8
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Jack Graham Photography
http://jackgrahamphoto.com/
Rocky Mountain Reflections
www.rockymtnrefl.com/
photographyworkshops.html
Slonina Photography—Explore Wild America
http://www.sphotography.com
Photo Workshop Adventures
www.photoworkshopadventures.com
Michael Francis Photo Shoots
www.michaelfrancisphoto.com
Osprey Photo Workshops & Tours
www.ospreyphoto.com
Horizon Photography Workshops
www.horizonworkshops.com

Photo Editing Feature—Keyboard Shortcuts
for Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop
Sounds old school
but using shortcuts
can save time! Click
on the links or
graphics for
shortcuts.

Lightroom
https://helpx.adobe.com/lightroom-classic/help/keyboard-shortcuts.html
https://camerajabber.com/free-lightroom-keyboard-shortcut-cheat-sheet/

Photoshop
https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/
using/default-keyboardshortcuts.html
https://
photoshoptrainingchannel.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01/Photoshop2020-Keyboard-Shortcuts.jpg

Random Idea of the Month-How to Make a
TikTok Video
How to use TikTok and basics of making first post: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=apoVa0gwER8
A little more advanced how to create a video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Svr1QSIjTzs
How to edit/add effects a video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vI7SBGxln3g
How to grow your TikTok followers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbWFG_ECUhc
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Officers
President: Paul Hess, rvdoc@comcast.net
Vice President: Ed Gundrum, ejgun@evenlink.com

Meetings are the
first Tuesday of
each month!

Secretary: Tammy Wolfe, lebanoncamera@gmail.com
Treasurer: Joni Bonus O’Ship mjoship@comcast.net
Program: Keith Kotay keith@kotay.net
Newsletter: Connie Fullenlove connief922@gmail.com
Competition: Melodie Bechtel, melodiebee@gmail.com
Community Affairs: Bill Sypher, sypher1@comcast.net
Webmaster: Tom Gainer, tom_gainer@comcast.net

If you would like to do a program on anything digital
related or know someone who would, please let us
know.
Or
If you have something of interest for our members,
please email them to the Newsletter
Editor, Connie at Lebanon-camera@gmail.com.

Everyone is invited to attend
our regular monthly
meetings.
Unless otherwise noted we
meet the first Tuesday at
6:30PM in St. Stephen’s
Christian Fellowship Church,
1100 Hunter Chase Lane,
Lebanon PA.
The club is a member of the
Photographic Society of
American (PSA).
Cancellation or last minute
changes of events will normally be sent to members via
email and broadcast on radio
station WLBR, AM 1270.

Only members may enter
competitions. Dues are $25
per year and include the
newsletter and monthly
meeting minutes.
Digital Competition entries
are due at least one day prior
to the scheduled competition.

Competition Committee will keep
winning Print entries for the end
of year competition unless the
member requests return of entries
before then. In that case, the
member would be responsible for
re-submitting them for the end of
year competition.
Directions: From Rt 72 N of Lebanon where N 12th St becomes
Jonestown Road at the McDonalds, follow Jonestown Road north
past the Turkey Hill. Jonestown
Road will become Sandhill Road.
Keep on Sandhill road until it
branches to the left into Grace
Avenue. Church is on the left 3/10
of a mile from the split before you
pass Youth for Christ and Fisher
Bus.
Products and services of interest
to photographers are presented as
a service without review or endorsement.
Trademarks are the property of
the respective companies.
Graphics copyright © 2001-2004

Microsoft Corporation, the
club, or as marked.
Dates and times of events
may change. Please check
local listings.

Below are links of
online pdf files from
past workshops and
monthly meeting
presentations:
http://
www.lebanoncameraclub.or
g/newsletters

https://
www.lebanoncameracl
ub.org/links

Announcements from Members:
From Rich: I have (high quality) photographic
instructional books given to me by Bob Pelak
before moving to join family in Oregon. Also
print paper (some mine) in 8 1/2 x 11 and 13
x 19. I will be bringing some of these to the
meeting for member use, some of the books
might inspire future instructional programs.
In the coming months I will bring additional
material.

Picture at right from Dick and Cathy’s patio!

More events...
Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire
August 21 - October 31
2775 Lebanon Rd, Manheim PA 17545
Sunflower Festival
August 28 and September 4
150 Cherry Hill Rd, Ronks PA 17572
Join Cherry Crest Adventure Farm for fields of sunflowers and
zinnias. Enjoy live music, farm fun, craft vendors, wine and
beer, photo sessions and more!
Allentown Fair
September 1 - 6
302 N 17th St, Allentown PA 18104
Head out to the Allentown Fair for rides, games, agricultural
events, demolition derby, and performances by Toby Keith,
Carrie Underwood, and AJR!

Potato Festival Spudtacular
September 17 - 19
211 S Donverville Rd, Lancaster PA 17603
Partake in family fun at Barnyard Kingdom! Enjoy digging your
own potatoes, eating delicious potato treats, and fun contests! Guests can also explore the farm fun in the corn maze,
and with pig and duck races, pedal carts, mini tractor rides,
and more.
Tailgate Festival
September 17 - 18
3529 Old Philadelphia Pike, Intercourse PA 17534
Explore Kitchen Kettle Village and take part in the tailgate
festival! Delicious food, fun events, contests and more!
Lancaster VegFest
September 18 - 19
901 Buchanan Ave, Lancaster PA 17603
Celebrate the plant-based lifestyle at Lancaster VegFest! Peruse an outdoor market, listen to live music, or take home
some art!

Hometown Heroes Festival
September 11
150 Cherry Hill Rd, Ronks PA 17572
Join Cherry Crest Adventure Farm for this festival to show our
West Lampeter Community Fair
hometown heroes your support! Enjoy meet & greets with
local EMS, Fire Departments, Police, and Healthcare workers, September 22 - 24
851 Village Rd, Lancaster PA 17602
touch-a-truck, a parade and a fireworks display!
Enjoy all sorts of competitions and contests, agricultural exhibits, farm animals and more!
Hot Air Balloon Festival
September 17 - 19
2727 Old Philadelphia Pike, Bird-In-Hand PA 17505
Watch the mass launch of dozens of hot air balloons, enjoy
family entertainment, fireworks, buggy rides, and more! You
can even book a ride in one of the balloons with the United
States Hot Air Balloon Team!

